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after choosing a repair mode, you can start
repairing a single image or choose to repair

a batch of images. the list of formats are
available on the left-hand side of the

program. once you choose the format, you
can see the settings and the different

options that are available. stellar phoenix
jpeg repair is a complete software designed

to repair corrupted files. in addition to
repairing this kind of files, stellar phoenix
can also save the original files which are

usually damaged. the best thing about this
tool is that it simply repair the corrupted files

with the help of restored file. now, think
about it this way, if a broken file is being

repaired, then the original file is also being
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repaired at the same time. stellar phoenix
jpeg repair crack is available in a free

version (with a time period). if you wish to
use the latest version of this software, you
will have to buy it. in addition to its basic

functions, this tool also has more advanced
features which are listed below: stellar
phoenix jpeg repair software runs on

windows xp, vista, 7, 8, 10 or later. the
software can repair and recover jpeg files of

all types, jpeg images, corrupted or
damaged jpeg files. this powerful utility does
not only repair files, but also facilitates the
repair process. stellar phoenix jpeg repair
activation code also provides you with a
complete report including specific details

about the damaged jpeg files. furthermore,
you can instantly repair and save the original
copy of your files. one of the most annoying

things about this kind of damaged files is
that you can't view or play it. it is a different
story with this tool which lets you view the
images even though they are corrupted.
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